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Abstract
A variant of the topological twist, involving SL(2,Z) dualities and hence named topological
duality twist, is introduced and explicitly applied to describe a U(1) N = 4 super Yang-Mills
theory on a Ka¨hler space with holomorphically space-dependent coupling. Three-dimensional
duality walls and two-dimensional chiral theories naturally enter the formulation of the duality
twisted theory. Appropriately generalized, this theory is relevant for the study of Euclidean
D3-brane instantons in F-theory compactifications. Some of its properties and implications are
discussed.
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1 Introduction
There is strong evidence that N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) in four dimensions with
gauge group U(n) is self-dual under the duality group SL(2,Z), see for instance [1, 2] for
introductions to the subject. In particular, under an element
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,Z) (1.1)
the complexified coupling constant
τ ≡ θ
2pi
+
4pii
g2YM
(1.2)
transforms as
τ → τ ′ = γ · τ ≡ aτ + b
cτ + d
(1.3)
One usually takes τ to be constant along the four-dimensional space-time.
This paper will instead consider a specific class of deformations of N = 4 SYM in
which the coupling τ is not constant and can undergo non-trivial SL(2,Z) monodromies,
but which still preserve a certain amount of supersymmetry.1 The mechanism we will
use to construct such models is analogous to the one originally introduced in [9]. In that
case, one can define a SYM theory on a curved space by going to Euclidean formula-
tion and performing a topological twist, which basically allows some combination of the
supercharges to be globally defined over the curved space. We apply a similar trick to
construct supersymmetric theories with non-constant τ and SL(2,Z) dualities. We dub
such procedure topological duality twist (TDT).
More precisely, we explore this possibility in a case which is relatively simple. First,
we focus on the case with abelian U(1) gauge group, for which the SL(2,Z) duality is
well understood. As we will see, even if the abelian case is substantially simpler than the
non-abelian one, the resulting theory will be non-trivial enough to show some interesting
properties which should be shared by the non-abelian case as well. Furthermore, we
put the N = 4 SYM theory on a Ka¨hler space, allowing τ to depend holomorphically
on the complex coordinates, τ = τ(z). In fact, such choices have as concrete physical
motivation the study of supersymmetric (Euclidean) D3-brane instantons in F-theory
compactifications started in [10], see [11–22] for recent work on the subject. Indeed, by
supersymmetry the D3-brane must wrap a Ka¨hler submanifold of the compactification
space and the coupling τ just corresponds to the type IIB axio-dilaton, whose non-trivial
holomorphic profile characterizes the F-theory vacua. Furthermore, by extrapolating the
1See for instance [3–8] for other constructions of this kind.
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arguments of [23] to the F-theory context, one expects the brane theory to be some-
how topologically twisted, see for instance [24]. As we will discuss, one should actually
implement a topological duality twist.
In such a setting τ(z) experiences non-trivial monodromies as one moves around
and two-dimensional defects and duality walls naturally enter the story. In particular,
the resulting theory combines the four-dimensional SYM theory with Chern-Simons like
terms supported on duality walls [25–27] and two-dimensional chiral theories living on
defects, hence named chiral defects, along which the duality walls can end. Such pecu-
liar four-dimensional theories are directly related to the (2,0) six-dimensional theory, as
they can be obtained by compactifying the latter on an elliptically fibered Ka¨hler space
and sending the size of the elliptic fiber to zero. The complex structure of the elliptic
fiber then corresponds to the four-dimensional coupling τ(z) and the SL(2,Z) duality
group can be identified with the modular group of the elliptic fiber [28]. This parent
six-dimensional theory describes, in a certain approximation, the (Euclidean) M5-branes
wrapping ‘vertical’ divisors of the elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau four-fold which is as-
sociated with the F-theory compactification. The non-trivial structure of the duality
twisted four-dimensional theory hence encodes the subtleties of the chiral two-form the-
ory supported on the M5-brane. From this viewpoint, the topological duality twist of the
N = 4 SYM theory may open a new perspective over the study of the still elusive (2, 0)
theory describing M5-branes.2 This paper will mostly concern the classical structure
of the duality twisted theories. Other important questions regarding the quantization
of the theory as well as the application to F-theory compactifications will be discussed
elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the group-theoretical structure
of the TDT in quite general terms. In section 3 it is shown how to explicitly realize
the TDT in the case of U(1) gauge group. Section 4 concerns one of the distinguishing
features of the duality twisted theory: the presence of duality walls [25–27] and chiral
defects. Section 5 reviews some basic results on elliptically fibered three-folds, which are
useful for describing the global structure of the duality twisted SYM theory, presenting
a concrete example on a Hirzebruch surface. Section 6 discusses more explicitly how the
results developed in the previous sections can be embedded in the context of F-theory
compactifications, in particular by including the dependence on the bulk axionic moduli.
As an application, in section 7 it is shown how the duality twisted structure can be used
to prove that the partition function of the theory does not depend on the bulk Ka¨hler
structure. Section 8 contains some concluding remarks.
2This is in fact the strategy already followed, at the bosonic level, in [25] in order to understand
from a purely type IIB perspective the results of [29] on the axionic moduli dependence of the M5-brane
partition function.
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2 Group theoretical structure of the TDT
We start by describing some general aspects of the topological duality twist for N = 4
SYM on a Ka¨hler space. Although we will explicitly realize it only in the drastically
simpler case of U(1) gauge group, several aspects of the discussion of this section are
more general and should apply to more general gauge groups.
Let us first recall few basic facts about N = 4 SYM theory. The field content is
constituted by a gauge field Am ∼ AAB˙ taking values in the gauge algebra, six scalars ϕi
, and eight fermions ΨIA and Ψ˜IA˙. The indices m,n, . . . = 1, . . . , 4 denote the (Euclidean)
space indices, A = 1, 2 (A˙ = 1˙, 2˙) denote the left-(right-)moving space Weyl indices ,
I = 1, . . . , 4 and i = 1, . . . , 6 transform in the 4 or 4¯ and 6v respectively of the internal
R-symmetry group SU(4)R ' Spin(6)R. Namely, by writing the space rotation group as
Spin(4) ' SU(2)L × SU(2)R, under SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4)R the fields transform as
Aµ ∈ (2,2,1) ϕi ∈ (1,1,6v) ΨIA ∈ (2,1,4) Ψ˜IA˙ ∈ (1,2, 4¯) (2.1)
On the other hand, the sixteen supercharges transform as
QAI ∈ (2,1, 4¯) Q˜IA˙ ∈ (1,2,4) (2.2)
Notice that in Euclidean space, differently from the Minkowskian case, the elements of
the pairs of fermions (ΨIA, Ψ˜IA˙) and (QAI , Q˜
I
A˙
) are not related by complex conjugation.
We will also need the transformation properties of the supercharges under γ ∈
SL(2,Z) as in (1.1) [30]. In order to describe them, let us associate an element γ ∈
SL(2,Z) to a phase eiα(γ) ∈ U(1)D defined by
eiα(γ) =
cτ + d
|cτ + d| (2.3)
We then say that an object has U(1)D-charge qD if it transforms by a phase e
iqDα(γ) under
the duality γ. It turns out that QAI and Q˜
I
A˙
have qD-charges +12 and −12 respectively,
namely
QAI → e i2α(γ)QAI Q˜IA˙ → e−
i
2
α(γ)Q˜I
A˙
(2.4)
Analogously, the pair (ΨIA, Ψ˜IA˙) transforms with U(1)D-charges (+
1
2
,−1
2
). These simple
transformation rules will play a crucial role in the following.
A point-dependent coupling τ can be used to construct a composite connection A for
the group U(1)D in a way familiar from type IIB supergravity:
A = 1
2Imτ
dReτ (2.5)
Hence, for non-constant τ , A defines a U(1)D line bundle LD and the fields which trans-
form with U(1)D-charge qD can be regarded as sections of L
qD
D .
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Coupling the theory to a curved space generically breaks supersymmetry since the
non-trivial holonomy makes the supercharges not well defined anymore. The strategy of
the standard topological twist [9] – see [31–33] for discussions on the N = 4 SYM case
– is to accompany the non-trivial holonomy under the Lorentz group by a non-trivial
holonomy under the R-symmetry group, so that one or more supercharges are singlets
under the combined action and can still be globally defined. We want to generalize this
strategy to include a non-constant τ which can undergo non-trivial SL(2,Z) dualities as
we move around. Since the supercharges transform non-trivially under SL(2,Z), gener-
ically they fail to be globally well defined. On the other hand, they transform just as
half-charged objects under U(1)D, as in (2.4). Hence, one can apply the same trick as for
the standard topological twist by compensating the non-trivial U(1)D transformations
by a corresponding R-symmetry transformation.
We will focus on a specific realization of this general idea, which is the relevant one for
applications to brane instantons in F-theory compactifications. Namely, we put the the-
ory on a Ka¨hler manifold S, with Ka¨hler form j. The holonomy group is then restricted
to SU(2)L × U(1)J , where U(1)J ⊂ SU(2)R rotates locally flat complex coordinates by a
phase. Under U(1)J the two components η1˙ and η2˙ of a right-handed spinor ηA˙ transform
with charges +1 and −1 respectively. Furthermore, we split SU(4)R ' Spin(6)R into
Spin(4)R × U(1)R ' SU(2)A × SU(2)B × U(1)R and we require τ to be holomorphic:
∂¯τ = 0 (2.6)
Then the U(1)D connection A defines a holomorphic line bundle, F 0,2A = ∂¯A0,1 = 0,
and we can split the covariant exterior derivative dA = d − iqDA into holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic parts
dA = ∂A + ∂¯A with ∂2A = ∂¯
2
A = 0 (2.7)
Under these conditions, the relevant group is
G = SU(2)L × SU(2)A × SU(2)B × U(1)J × U(1)R × U(1)D (2.8)
Accordingly, the supercharges split into the following reduced representations:
QAI → (2,2,1)0, 1
2
, 1
2
⊕ (2,1,2)0,− 1
2
, 1
2
Q˜I
A˙
→ (1,2,1)1,− 1
2
,− 1
2
⊕ (1,2,1)−1,− 1
2
,− 1
2
⊕ (1,1,2)1, 1
2
,− 1
2
⊕ (1,1,2)−1, 1
2
,− 1
2
(2.9)
where the triplet in brackets gives the representations under SU(2)L × SU(2)A × SU(2)B
and the subscripts indicate the charges under U(1)J × U(1)R × U(1)D.
We look for a twisted theory in which SU(2)L × U(1)J × U(1)D can have non-trivial
holonomies by twisting them with U(1)R, while Spin(4)R ' SU(2)A×SU(2)B survives as
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an external rigid symmetry group. Let us denote by J , R and D the generators of U(1)J ,
U(1)R and U(1)D respectively. In the duality twisted theory these groups are substituted
by the twisted groups U(1)′J and U(1)
′
D associated with the generators
3
J ′ ≡ J + 2R D′ = D +R (2.10)
Then, it is immediate to check that the (1,1,2)−1, 1
2
,− 1
2
component of Q˜I
A˙
provides two
supercharges Q˜α˙ which transform as
Q˜α˙ ∈ (1,1,2)0,0 (2.11)
under
G′ = SU(2)L × SU(2)A × SU(2)B × U(1)′J × U(1)′D (2.12)
where we have used Weyl indices (α, β˙) for Spin(4)R ' SU(2)A × SU(2)B. Namely the
supercharges Q˜α˙ are singlets under SU(2)L×U(1)′J×U(1)′D for which we allow non-trivial
holonomies, while they transform as right-handed spinors under the surviving global
symmetry group Spin(4)R. Hence, we say that the resulting theory have chiral (0, 2)
twisted supersymmetry, keeping in mind that we classifying the twisted supersymmetry
according to the external symmetry group Spin(4)R.
Notice that our topological duality twist is very similar to the ordinary topological
twist which does not involve D at all and just twists J into J ′ ≡ J + 2R.4 In this
case there are two additional twisted supersymmetries Qα arising from the relabelling
of the (1,2,1)+1,− 1
2
,− 1
2
component of Q˜I
A˙
in (2.9). In that case the resulting theory has
non-chiral (2, 2) topologically twisted supersymmetry and we see how one of the effects
of including the duality generator D in the twist is to make it chiral.
3 TDT of U(1) N = 4 SYM: local structure
We now restricts to an N = 4 theory with U(1) gauge group, for which the SL(2,Z)
duality is well understood. Of course, compared to the more general non-abelian case,
this is a drastically simpler setting. However , as we will see, even in this case the TDT
presents several non-trivial features.
In flat space, the (Euclidean) U(1) N = 4 SYM action is given by
ISYM =
∫
R4
( 1
g2YM
∗ F ∧ F − iθ
8pi2
F ∧ F
)
+
1
4pi
∫
R4
∗dϕi ∧ dϕi + i
2pi
∫
R4
d4x Ψ˜I σ¯
m∂mΨ
I
(3.1)
3We could equivalently choose different relative signs in defining the twisted generators.
4See for instance [24] for a discussion on this topological twist in in the context of F-theory compact-
ifications.
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In order to proceed with its TDT, we have first to understand how the different fields
decompose according to twisted classifying group (2.12).
We start form the scalar fields ϕi, which transform as 6v ' (4 ⊗ 4)A of Spin(6)R '
SU(4)R. Hence, by splitting Spin(6)R → SU(2)A × SU(2)B × U(1)R the scalar fields
decompose into four real scalar fields ϕµ ∼ ϕαβ˙, µ = 1, . . . , 4, and a pair of complex fields
σ and σ˜ (not to be confused with the Weyl matrices σm
AB˙
, σ¯A˙Bm and σ
µ
αβ˙
, σ¯α˙βµ ). Before
the TDT, they are neutral under SL(2,Z) dualities. Hence, after the TDT, the scalars
ϕi are reorganized as follows under (2.12)
ϕi → {ϕαβ˙ ∈ (1,2,2)0,0} ⊕ {σ ∈ (1,1,1)2,1} ⊕ {σ˜ ∈ (1,1,1)−2,−1} (3.2)
We can then identify σ and σ˜ with a (2, 0) form and a (0, 2) form taking values in LD
and L−1D respectively:
σ ≡ 1
2
σab ds
a ∧ dsb σ˜ ≡ 1
2
σ˜a¯b¯ ds¯
a¯ ∧ ds¯b¯ (3.3)
where we have introduced complex coordinates sa, a = 1, 2, on S.
Let us now consider the fermions. Under the twisted group (2.12) they decompose as
ΨIA → {ψα ∈ (2,2,1)−1,0} ⊕ {ψ˜α˙ ∈ (2,1,2)1,1}
Ψ˜IA˙ → {ρα ∈ (1,2,1)2,0} ⊕ {λα ∈ (1,2,1)0,0}
⊕ {λ˜α˙ ∈ (1,1,2)0,−1} ⊕ {ρ˜α˙ ∈ (1,1,2)−2,−1}
(3.4)
Hence, fermions transform as forms (as in standard topologically twisted theories), which
in addition take values in some power of LD. Namely, λα and λ˜α˙ transform as scalars
under space rotation, while
ψα ≡ ψαa¯ds¯a¯ ψ˜α˙ ≡ ψ˜α˙adsa
ρα ≡ 1
2
ραab ds
a ∧ dsb ρ˜α˙ ≡ 1
2
ρ˜α˙a¯b¯ ds¯
a¯ ∧ ds¯b¯
(3.5)
It remains to discuss the gauge field. It transforms non-trivially under the SL(2,Z)
duality transformation. In general, the dual field-strength is given by
FD = 2pii
δISYM
δF
(3.6)
where δISYM
δF
is defined by δISYM =
∫
S
δF ∧ δISYM
δF
. Under an SL(2,Z) duality (1.1) we
have (
FD
F
)
→
(
a b
c d
)(
FD
F
)
(3.7)
See for instance [34] for a path-integral derivation of this duality.
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One can decompose the field-strength in components of definite U(1)D charge:
√
Imτ F+ ≡ − i
2
√
Imτ
(FD − τ¯F ) (qD = +1)
√
Imτ F− ≡ i
2
√
Imτ
(FD − τF ) (qD = −1)
(3.8)
One can easily compute FD =
θ
2pi
F + 4pii
g2YM
∗ F and then
F± =
1
2
(1± ∗)F (3.9)
Since the gauge field is not charged under the R-symmetry group, the world-volume
gauge field is not affected by the TDT and so preserves its nature. Furthermore, given
the Ka¨hler structure on S, we can identify F+ with the (primitive) (1, 1)P component of
F and F− with its (2, 0), (0, 2) and (non-primitive) (1, 1)NP components.
To summarize, we have arrived at the following spectrum of duality twisted fields
boson bundle√
Imτ F+ Λ
1,1
P ⊗ LD√
Imτ F− (Λ2,0 ⊕ Λ0,2 ⊕ Λ1,1NP)⊗ L−1D
ϕαβ˙ OS
σ Λ2,0 ⊗ LD
σ˜ Λ0,2 ⊗ L−1D
fermion bundle
λα OS
ψα Λ0,1
ρα Λ2,0
λ˜α˙ OS ⊗ L−1D
ψ˜α˙ Λ1,0 ⊗ LD
ρ˜α˙ Λ0,2 ⊗ L−1D
(3.10)
Here OS denotes the trivial line bundle on S, Λp,q refers to the bundle of (p, q) forms
on S and the subscript P and NP refers to the primitive and non-primitive component
respectively.
We are now ready to write down the duality twisted theory. The flat space action
(3.1) is replaced by the following four-dimensional action
I4d = IYM + IB + IF
IYM =
∫
S
( 1
g2YM
∗ F ∧ F − iθ
8pi2
F ∧ F
)
= − i
4pi
∫
S
τF ∧ F − 1
2pi
∫
S
ImτF− ∧ F−
IB = − i
4pi
∫
S
(
j ∧ ∂ϕαβ˙ ∧ ∂¯ϕαβ˙ − 2j ∧ ∂†Aσ ∧ ∂¯†Aσ˜
)
IF =
1
pi
∫
S
(
j ∧ ∂λα ∧ ψα − iρα ∧ ∂¯ψα + j ∧ ψ˜α˙ ∧ ∂¯Aλ˜α˙ − iρ˜α˙ ∧ ∂Aψ˜α˙
)
(3.11)
Notice IB and IF are manifestly SL(2,Z) invariant, as can be checked by looking at the
transformation properties of the fields, collected in (3.10). Of course, there could be
8
possible deformations of this action, preserving the properties we are going to discuss.
However, the action (3.11) is the supersymmetrization of (the field-theory limit of) the
fermionic action identified in [18,22], in the context of F-theory compactifications. Then,
the action (3.11) is the one naturally selected for applications to F-theory compactifica-
tions.
The explicit action of duality twisted supercharges Q˜α˙ on the twisted fields is given
by
Q˜α˙A1,0 = 1√
Imτ
ψ˜α˙ Q˜α˙A0,1 = 0
Q˜α˙ σ = 0 Q˜α˙ σ˜ = ρ˜α˙
Q˜α˙ ϕβγ˙ = δγ˙α˙λβ
Q˜α˙ λβ = 0 Q˜α˙ λ˜β˙ = −1
4
√
Imτ δβ˙α˙ j
mn Fmn
Q˜α˙ ψβ = − i
2
∂¯ϕβα˙ Q˜α˙ ψ˜β˙ = i
2
δβ˙α˙∂
†
Aσ
Q˜α˙ ρβ = 0 Q˜α˙ ρ˜β˙ = −i
√
Imτ δβ˙α˙ F
0,2
(3.12)
In fact, by direct inspection, one can check that (3.11) is invariant under (3.12), up
to possible boundary terms, which arise from integrations by parts. So, if we could
straightforwardly apply (3.11) to the whole S, it would provide a satisfactory solution.
But, actually, this is possible only if τ is constant. Indeed any non-constant holomorphic
τ generically experiences SL(2,Z) monodromies. So, τ is not naturally globally defined
and the action (3.11), or more precisely IYM, has a global meaning only if we introduce
some three-dimensional cuts on S along which τ can ‘jump’ by an SL(2,Z) transformation
(1.1). In fact we will see that the variation of (3.11) under (3.12) is non-vanishing by
boundary terms localized on these branch cuts, and will be compensated by three- and
two-dimensional terms which must be added to (3.11) in order to get the complete action.
Notice that, on-shell, the duality twisted supercharges (3.12) satisfy the desirable
algebra {Q˜α˙, Q˜β˙} = 0. In fact, the only equation of motion needed is j ∧ ∂¯Aψ˜α˙ = 0,
since the off-shell violation of these anticommutation relations comes from {Q˜α˙, Q˜β˙}λ˜γ˙ =
−1
2
jmn(∂¯Aψ˜(α˙)mnδ
γ˙
β˙)
. As usual, one can ameliorate the situation by introducing an
auxiliary scalar field H transforming as a section of L−1D and substituting Q˜α˙λ˜β˙ =
−1
4
√
Imτ δβ˙α˙ j
mn Fmn in (3.12) with
Q˜α˙H = 0
Q˜α˙ λ˜β˙ = −1
2
δβ˙α˙H
(3.13)
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Correspondingly, one has to modify IYM in (3.11) into
I ′YM = −
i
4pi
∫
S
τF ∧ F − 1
2pi
∫
S
(
2ImτF 2,0 ∧ F 0,2 +
√
Imτ H j ∧ F − 1
4
H2 j ∧ j
)
(3.14)
Indeed, the action is still invariant under the action of Q˜α˙ (up to boundary terms) and
one can integrate out H by setting H = 1
2
√
Imτ jmnFmn and getting back the formulation
without auxiliary field. For simplicity, we will continue without using the auxiliary field
H.
As observed at the end of section 2, for constant τ the above (0, 2) TDT reduces to an
ordinary (2, 2) topological twist provided by twisting J into J ′ ≡ J + 2R. Indeed, in this
subcase the action (3.11) becomes invariant under two additional twisted superchargesQα
given by the complex conjugated of (3.12). See for instance [33] for a detailed discussion
on the (2, 2) twisted supersymmetric structure.
4 Duality walls and chiral defects
As we have already mentioned, in order to appropriately define the four-dimensional
action (3.11) we have to introduce branch cuts, as for instance in [35], along which the
theory jumps by an SL(2,Z) duality transformation. We call such three-dimensional
cuts duality walls [25–27]. In turn, the duality walls can either join together or end on
two-dimensional subspaces, around which the theory undergoes an SL(2,Z) monodromy.
Differently from the duality walls, which do not contain additional degrees of freedom
and can be quite freely deformed without affecting the physics, these two dimensional
subspaces support two-dimensional chiral theories and for this reason we call them chiral
defects. In this section we discuss the contributions of duality walls and chiral defects to
the duality twisted action. Their geometrical structure will be more accurately addressed
in section 5 and a simple explicit example will be provided in section 5.2.
4.1 Duality walls
Suppose that a local region of S is divided in two parts Σ and Σ′ by a duality wall B,
with orientation such that B = ∂Σ′ = −∂Σ, along which the theory undergoes a duality
γ ∈ SL(2,Z), see figure 1. We then call B a γ wall. Since IB and IF in (3.11) are
manifestly SL(2,Z) invariant and, then, trivially extend across B, we can focus on IYM.
It splits in two parts, IYM(Σ) + IYM(Σ
′), which must be somehow glued together. As
discussed in [25–27], this requires the addition of a Chern-Simons-like three-dimensional
contribution Iγ3d supported on B.
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Figure 1: A local region of S constituted by two patches Σ and Σ′ divided by a γ wall B. Two
of the directions parallel to B are suppressed.
In order to describe Iγ3d, let us initially focus on the SL(2,Z) generators
T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
(4.1)
Suppose first that γ = T . Then the gauge fields A and A′ can be identified and the T
wall contributes to the action by the term
IT3d =
i
4pi
∫
B
A ∧ F (4.2)
As a simple check, by computing the equations of motion of IYM(Σ)+IYM(Σ
′)+IT3d one can
easily realize that (4.2) induces the appropriate boundary condition F ′D|B = (FD + F )|B
– cf. (3.6) and (3.7). Analogously, one can easily see that a T k duality wall, with k ∈ Z,
supports the contribution ik
4pi
∫
B A ∧ F to the effective action.
Suppose now that the two patches are related by an S-duality. In this case, the
appropriate boundary term is
IS3d =
1
2pii
∫
B
A ∧ F ′ (4.3)
Indeed, it contributes to the equations of motion by the appropriate boundary gluing
conditions
F ′|B = FD|B F ′D|B = −F |B (4.4)
The wall associated with T−1 and S−1 just corresponds to a change of the orientation of
B, that is, to a change of sign on the r.h.s. of (4.2) and (4.3) respectively.
Since T and S generate SL(2,Z), a more general duality wall can be considered as
composite wall which can be ‘resolved’ into a stack of T and S walls. One could also find
an explicit expression for the corresponding contribution to the action [25]
Iγ3d =
i
4pic
∫
B
(A ∧ F ′ + A′ ∧ F − dA ∧ F − aA′ ∧ F ′) (4.5)
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where the integers (a, b, c, d) define γ as in (1.1). Clearly, this formula makes sense only
if c 6= 0, i.e. if γ is not of the form T k. Notice that for c > 1 the terms in (4.5) have
fractional Chern-Simons-like form, which could be problematic at the quantum level [27].
The above duality wall terms can be incorporated in a more synthetic formula.
Namely, we can consider S as a space with boundary given the complete set of dual-
ity walls. Then the overall three-dimensional contribution can be just written as
I3d =
i
4pi
∫
∂S
A ∧ FD (4.6)
Of course, each duality wall is the boundary (with opposite orientation) of both regions
separated by B and then contributes twice. In order to recover the previous formulation,
one needs to express each FD in terms of the appropriate combination of elementary
gauge fields leaving on the confining patches. For instance, in the simple two patches
case of figure 1 considered above ∂S = ∂Σ ∪ ∂Σ′, with ∂Σ′ = −∂Σ = B and (4.6) is just
given by
I3d =
i
4pi
∫
B
(A′ ∧ F ′D − A ∧ FD) (4.7)
For the T wall, (4.2) is then recovered by using A′|B = A|B, F ′D|B = (FD + F )|B in
(4.7). In the case of the S duality wall, (4.7) reproduces (4.3) by using FD|B = F ′|B
and F ′D|B = −F |B (after an integration by parts). Finally, in the case of the more
general duality wall with c 6= 0, in order to recover (4.5) from (4.7) one needs to use
FD|B = 1c (F ′ − dF )|B and F ′D|B = −1c (F − aF ′)|B.5
Let us stress that the choice of duality walls is not unique. Not only they obviously
transform after a change of the global duality frame, but they can also be freely deformed,
provided the consistency of the overall configuration (to be discussed in the following
sections) is preserved. Suppose one wants to deform a γ wall from B to a nearby B′,
see figure 2. This deformation physically corresponds to performing a γ−1 duality in
the region Σ sweeped out in this deformation. (This is actually a way for motivating
the presence of the CS-like terms on the duality wall [26].) Of course, the new theory
obtained after this duality is physically equivalent to the original one.
5The −1 ∈ SL(2,Z) duality requires some care. Indeed, by making the identification F ′|B = −F |B
and F ′D|B = −FD|B, we could have the impression that (4.7) identically vanish. However, even though
the gauge fields on two patches are related by a simple sign change, they are still different and must
be treated as independent in the extremization procedure. Since in this case FD and F
′
D cannot be
eliminated from (4.7), this latter cannot be literally applied in this case. Rather, it can be convenient
to use −1 = S2 and obtain the appropriate wall theory by coalescing two terms of the form (4.3).
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Figure 2: A local deformation of a γ wall from B (blue) to B′ (violet). It corresponds to
performing a γ−1 duality in the region Σ surrounded by B and B′.
4.2 Duality wall junctions
Suppose to have a certain number of patches Σα, which meet on certain 3-manifolds
Bαβ = −Bβα such that ∂Σα =
∑
β Bαβ. For concreteness we focus on an ordered set of
adjacent three such patches Σ1, Σ2 and Σ3, which touch along a certain two-dimensional
space C – see figure 3 – as more general junctions can be analyzed along the same lines.
The (local) three-dimensional contribution (4.6) to the action then reads
i
4pi
∫
B12
(A(1) ∧ F (1)D − A(2) ∧ F (2)D ) + [(1, 2)→ (2, 3)] + [(1, 2)→ (3, 1)] (4.8)
which can be then expressed just in terms of elementary gauge fields A(1), A(2) and A(3) by
using the formula (4.5) at each wall. Define Cαβ ≡ ∂Bαβ = −Cβα. Then, the consistency
conditions ∂(B12 + B13) = 0, ∂(B23 + B21) = 0 and ∂(B31 + B32) = 0 imply that
C12 = C23 = C31 ≡ C (4.9)
The theories on Σα and Σβ are related by a duality γαβ ∈ SL(2,Z): τα = γαβ · τβ. Cleary,
C should not support any non-trivial physical effect. As a non-trivial consistency check,
one should verify that the combination (4.8) admits a well defined variational problem,
by checking in particular that possible contributions localized on C drop out. This can
be indeed verified by using the consistency condition γαβγβγγγα = 1.
As the simplest example, suppose that all the transformations are just powers of T . In
this case A1 = A2 = A3 ≡ A and the variation of (4.8) produces a two-dimensional term
proportional to (b12 + b23 + b31)
∫
C δA∧A. Indeed, this vanishes by using γαβγβγγγα = 1,
which boils down to the condition b12 + b23 + b31 = 0. In the same way, though with some
more work, one can verify that the same property holds for the cases with two or three
non-vanishing cαβ (only one cαβ 6= 0 is not consistent with γαβγβγγγα = 1).6
6Walls associated with different dualities generically intersect transversely along codimension two
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Figure 3: A junctions of three duality walls which separates the three patches Σ1, Σ2 and
Σ3 and meets at the two-dimensional space C. The picture shows a two-dimensional slice
transversal to C.
Analogously one can check that monodromy-free junctions do not break gauge invari-
ance. This is easily seen for the most general action case by using the compact formula
(4.7) for the duality wall contributions. Take for instance the above three-patches case,
whose wall action is (4.8). Under a gauge transformation A(1) → A(1) + dλ(1)
i
4pi
∫
C12
λ(1)F
(1)
D −
i
4pi
∫
C31
λ(1)F
(1)
D ≡ 0 (4.10)
and, of course, the same result holds under gauge transformations of A(2) and A(3).
4.3 Chiral defects
Duality walls can also end on a chiral defect C around which the duality twisted theory
undergoes a non-trivial SL(2,Z) monodromy. Clearly, in this case C has a physical nature.
In the F-theory realization, see section 6, the chiral defect C represents the intersection
of the Euclidean D3-brane and bulk 7-branes.
As we will discuss in section 5, there are several possible SL(2,Z) monodromies,
providing different kinds of chiral defects. However, here we would like to focus on the
simplest one, which is associated with a T -monodromy around C and, in a certain sense,
corresponds to the basic building block for analysing more complicated monodromies. In
such case, the local profile of τ around C is well approximated by τ = 1
2pii
log u, where u
is a local complex coordinate transversal to C which vanishes on it. Since, after the loop
around C, τ has shifted by one unit, we need to introduce a T−1 wall B which makes τ
jump back to its original value, making (3.11) well defined theory around C, see figure 4.
According to the discussion of section 4.1, B supports a contribution to the action of the
subspaces. The intersection can be regarded as junction which automatically satisfies the correct mon-
odromy conditions.
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form
I3d =
1
4pii
∫
B
A ∧ F (4.11)
Now, this action is clearly not invariant and under the gauge transformation A →
A+ dλ since it produces an anomalous term localized along C:
∆I3d =
1
4pii
∫
C
λF (4.12)
Such a term has precisely the right form to be cancelled by the anomaly produced by a
two-dimensional chiral fermion localized on C. In order to clearly see this, it is convenient
to adopt the dual bosonized description of the chiral fermion. This uses a self-dual scalar
Figure 4: Two dimensional slice, transversal to a chiral defect C, of a patch Σ surrounding
C. As we encircle C anticlockwise, τ undergoes a monodromy τ → τ + 1. Hence the wall B is
associated to the T−1 duality which brings τ back to its original value.
β, constrained by ∗Cdβ = idβ, which does not admit a standard Lagrangian description.
Rather, one can use the off-shell action
I2d =
1
8pi
∫
C
∗(dβ − A) ∧ (dβ − A) + i
4pi
∫
C
βF
=
i
4pi
∫
C
(
∂β ∧ ∂¯β − 2∂β ∧ A0,1 + A1,0 ∧ A0,1
) (4.13)
for the unconstrained scalar and then picks-up the contribution from the chiral part
directly at the level of the partition function, as described in detail in [29]. Even if subtle
in this respect, the action (4.13) produces the anomaly of the chiral theory already at
the classical level. Indeed, under a gauge transformation the scalar shifts by β → β + λ
and one can immediately check that (4.13) produces an anomalous term which perfectly
cancels (4.12). Clearly, if needed, one can always go to the fermionic formulation.7
7The bosonic formulation requires that, in absence of additional insertions, F trivializes along C.
The interpretation is that the partition function vanishes for non-trivial F |C . This is clear by using the
fermionic formulation, in which the integer n = 12pi
∫
C F counts the number of fermionic zero-modes on
C, which makes the partition function vanish in absence of proper insertions.
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Of course, our characterization of the above chiral defect in terms of a T -monodromy
depends on the choice of duality frame.8 Indeed, by applying a duality M ∈ SL(2,Z),
the monodromy associated with chiral defect becomes
γ[p,q] ≡M
(
1 1
0 1
)
M−1 =
(
1− pq p2
−q2 1 + pq
)
(4.14)
with
M =
(
p r
q s
)
∈ SL(2,Z) (4.15)
As suggested by the notation, this monodromy can be completely characterized in terms
of a pair of integers [p, q], such that ps − qr = 1 for some other two integers r, s.9 In
particular, this implies that p and q must be relatively prime. In this way we obtain
what we call a [p, q]-chiral theory. The theory described by (4.13) then corresponds to a
[1, 0] chiral theory.
By construction the [p, q]-chiral theory is anomalous under the bulk gauge transfor-
mations, with an anomaly which cancels the anomaly produced by the three-dimensional
theory supported by the duality wall B. However, its direct description is not obvious.
Then, it could be useful to adjust the duality walls to ‘resolve’ a γ[p,q]-monodromy into a
T -monodromy as in figure 5. This description of the chiral defect could be not possible
Figure 5: A T -conjugated γ-monodromy, with γ = MTM−1, can be locally described as
a T -monodromy by appropriately choosing the duality walls. The γ−1 wall B on the left is
substituted by a junction of the three γ−1, T−1 and M walls (B, B′ and B′′ respectively) on
the right.
globally. In fact, such complications are expected to be generically present.
8Furthermore, notice that the monodromy in general depends on the base point, that is, the starting
point of the path along which one computes the monodromy. In particular, if one moves the base point
through a duality wall, the monodromy changes to its conjugated by the duality associated with the
wall.
9The ambiguity in the choice of r, s is due to the possibility to substitute M with MT k for an arbitrary
integer k.
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4.4 Supersymmetry revisited
Let us summarize what we have discussed so far. In order to appropriately define the
four-dimensional action (3.11), one must introduce a network of duality walls. These
support the three-dimensional contribution (4.6) to the action. The walls can end on
chiral defects around which the theory experiences SL(2,Z) monodromies and which give
additional two-dimensional contributions to the action. In particular, in the basic case
of T -monodromy, i.e. of [1, 0] chiral defect, one has to add (4.13) to the action. The
presence of such a structure was basically already observed in [25].
We can now revisit the duality twisted supersymmetry of the overall system. Let us
first focus on the local two-patches system depicted in figure 1. It is described by the
action
I4d(Σ) + I4d(Σ
′) + I3d(B) (4.16)
where the different terms are given in (3.11) and (4.7). Since ∂Σ′ = −∂Σ = B the
variation of I4d(Σ) + I4d(Σ
′) under the supersymmetry transformation δ = ζα˙Q˜α˙ is given
by
δI4d(Σ) + δI4d(Σ
′) =
1
2pii
∫
B
ζα˙
( τ ′√
Imτ ′
ψ˜′α˙ ∧ F ′ − τ√
Imτ
ψ˜α˙ ∧ F
)
(4.17)
We should check whether such a term is compensated by δI3d(B).
Consider first the case of a T -duality wall: τ ′ = τ + 1. Then I3d is given by (4.2)
whose supersymmetry variation under δ = ζα˙Q˜
α˙ is
δI3d =
i
2pi
∫
B
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ F (4.18)
This exactly cancels the contribution from (4.17).
On the other hand, consider an S wall, supporting (4.3). Taking into account that
τ ′ = −1/τ , δA = (Imτ)− 12 ζα˙ψ˜α˙ = −τ ′(Imτ ′)− 12 ζα˙ψ˜′α˙ and δA′ = (Imτ ′)− 12 ζα˙ψ˜′α˙ =
τ(Imτ)−
1
2 ζ α˙ψ˜α˙ one finds that δI
S
3d exactly cancels (4.17). One can actually repeat the
same calculations for more general duality walls supporting the term (4.5).
Let us now examine the contributions from possible chiral defects C ≡ ∂B, focusing on
the [1, 0] chiral defects, around which the theory undergoes a T -monodromy. As discussed
above, more general [p, q] chiral defects can be locally reduced to this case by adjusting
the duality wall network. The three-dimensional term (4.11) produces a contribution
localized on C. Indeed, by varying (4.11) under δ = ζα˙Q˜α˙, integration by parts produces
a two-dimensional anomalous contribution
δI3d =
1
4pii
∫
C
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ A (4.19)
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It is now easy to check that this is exactly cancelled by the twisted supersymmetry
variation of the two-dimensional action (4.13), where the chiral boson is completely inert
under the twisted supersymmetry.
Hence, we see that four-, three- and two-dimensional terms in the duality twisted
action conspire to obtain a theory which preserves the twisted supercharges (3.12).
A final comment on the role of the two-dimensional chiral boson. In the above manip-
ulations we have use the embedding of the chiral boson in the non-chiral theory (4.13).
On the other hand, the chiral theory coupled to an exterior gauge field A can be defined
at the level of partition function Z2d(A) [29] obtained by ‘throwing away’ the non-chiral
contribution, and so one may wonder if the above manipulations remain true just for the
chiral theory. However, it is sufficient to recall that the partition function Z2d(A) can be
considered as a holomorphic section of a line bunde on the space of gauge fields, on which
one declares that A0,1 are holomorphic while A1,0 are anti-holomorphic ‘coordinates’ [29].
Then, the holomorphy of the section corresponds to the differential equation
D
DA1,0
Z2d = 0 (4.20)
with
D
DA1,0
=
δ
δA1,0
+
i
4pi
A0,1 (4.21)
where we define the functional derivative by δZ2d =
∫
C δA ∧ δZ2dδA . Of course (4.20) is
satisfied by e−I2d too, with I2d as in (4.13). The key point is that (4.20) is everything we
need for the cancellation of (4.19) (as well as of the anomaly (4.12)), which is then still
valid by using the two-dimensional chiral partition function instead of e−I2d .
5 Global aspects
Our TDT requires a holomorphic coupling τ over the space S, which can undergo non-
trivial SL(2,Z) duality as one moves about. As in F-theory, the global structure of such
a τ can be conveniently described by using an auxiliary elliptic fibration. In this section
we revisit a few aspects of this strategy, which are well-known in the F-theory context,
see for instance [36–38] for reviews, adapting them to our problem.
5.1 General considerations
Let us consider a six-dimensional complex manifold D which is elliptically fibered over S.
If pi : D → S denotes the projection map, τ(z) corresponds to the complex structure of
the elliptic fiber pi−1(z). Physically, the duality twisted theory on S corresponds to the
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four-dimensional effective theory obtained by compactifying the (2, 0) six-dimensional
theory on D in the fiber zero-size limit.
The elliptic fibration is characterized by the holomorphic line bundle LD which has
played an important role in our construction. Indeed, one can use LD for explicitly
defining the elliptic fibration by a Weierstrass equation
y2 = x3 + f(z)x+ g(z) (5.1)
where f and g are sections of L4D and L
6
D respectively.
10
In this language, the chiral defects characterizing the TDT are localized at the (holo-
morphic) curves Ci on which the elliptic fiber degenerates. Let us recall that the discrim-
inant of the Weierstrass model is defined as
∆ = 4f 3 + 27g2 (5.2)
and is then a section of L12D . The chiral defects are localized on the divisor
C =
∑
i
niCi = {∆ = 0} (5.3)
where Ci denotes the i-th irreducible component curve and ni its multiplicity.
The holomorphic τ(z) can be implicitly identified, up to modular SL(2,Z) transfor-
mations, in terms of f(z) and g(z), through the modular invariant j(τ)-function:
j(τ) =
4(12f)3
∆
(5.4)
which has a zero at τ = e
pii
3 , diverges as τ → i∞ and is normalized so that j(i) = (12)3.
More precisely, for Imτ  1 we have j(τ) = e−2piiτ + 744 +O(e2piiτ ).
On can actually have various possible fiber degenerations, which were classified by
Kodaira [39, 40] in terms of the vanishing order of ∆, f and g. In particular, each
type of degeneration is characterized by a certain singularity of the total space D and a
certain SL(2,Z) monodromy, which is defined up to an SL(2,Z) conjugation. Kodaira’s
classification of minimal degenerations is summarized in table 1. The last column of
the table gives the Lie algebra whose Cartan matrix describes the intersection numbers
of the P1’s which must be blown up to resolve the singularity. In addition there are
non-minimal degenerations, with ordC(∆) ≥ 12, ordC(f) ≥ 4 and ordC(g) ≥ 6, which we
discard, as is usually done in F-theory on physical grounds – see also [41] for a discussion
from a viewpoint similar to the one adopted in this paper.
10Let us emphasize an important difference with respect to the more familiar F-theory construction:
the line bundle LD and the anti-canonical bundle K−1S are generically independent. This is because grav-
ity is treated as an external non-dynamical field over which the non-trivial τ profile does not backreact.
Instead, in a complete F-theory background, the backreaction of τ on the metric forces the anti-canonical
bundle to be isomorphic to LD.
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ordC(∆) ordC(f) ordC(g) monodromy singularity
I0 0 ≥ 0 ≥ 0
(
1 0
0 1
)
none
In, n ≥ 1 n 0 0
(
1 n
0 1
)
An−1
II ≥ 2 1 1
(
1 1
−1 0
)
none
III 3 1 ≥ 2
(
0 1
−1 0
)
A1
IV 4 ≥ 2 2
(
0 1
−1 −1
)
A2
I∗0 6 ≥ 2 ≥ 3
( −1 4
0 −1
)
D4
I∗n, n ≥ 1 6 + n 2 3
( −1 4
0 −1
)
D4+n
IV∗ 8 ≥ 3 4
( −1 −1
1 0
)
E6
III∗ 9 3 ≥ 5
(
0 −1
1 0
)
E7
II∗ 10 ≥ 4 5
(
0 −1
1 1
)
E8
Table 1: Kodaira’s classification of fiber degenerations.
We see that the [p, q] chiral defects considered in the previous section correspond to
type I1 degenerations, along which the elliptic fiber degenerates to a rational curve with
a double point. We know that, in the appropriate SL(2,Z) frame, they support a two-
dimensional chiral theory of the kind discussed in subsection 4.3. This must correspond
to a contribution of the six-dimensional chiral two-form localized at the degeneration
locus [14,42]. Roughly, one can locally construct an anti-self-dual two-form ω2 localized
around the I1 singularity as in section 3.9 of [36]. One can then expand the self-dual
field-strength T3 of the six-dimensional theory as T3 = dβ ∧ ω2 , hence obtaining our
chiral boson β localised on C. By fermionization, one then identifies 1
2pi
dβ with the
two-dimensional chiral current jC = χ¯χ, where χ is a chiral fermion.
Along more general degenerations the fiber splits into a tree of P1’s, call them Ck, with
k = 0, . . . , n, where n denotes the rank of Lie algebra provided by last column of table
1. The Ci’s intersections give the associated extended Cartan matrix. Then, one can
naturally integrate T3 over these two-spheres and combinations thereof obtaining a set
of two-dimensional chiral currents localized along the degeneration curve C, transforming
under the group associated with the last column of table 1. A similar argument can be
applied for enhanced degenerations at the intersections of the degeneration curves. These
aspects will not be further developed in this paper, as for simplicity we will be mostly
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concerned with I1 degenerations.
Finally, as in F-theory, there is a particular regime in which the intricacies of the
general duality twisted configuration can be made more tractable. Namely, following
[43, 44], one can consider the so-called Sen limit, in which the coupling τ can be made
almost constant and arbitrary small. The way to adapt this limit to the topologically
twisted theory considered in this paper follows quite straightforwardly from [44]. Hence,
instead of presenting a general discussion about this limit, we will work it out in the
concrete example presented in the following subsection.
5.2 An example
As a concrete example, let us now put the theory on a Hirzebruch surface, S ≡ Fn,
which is a P1 fibration over P1.11 We denote the fiber by P1f and the base by P1b . One
can describe Fn by using four coordinates (s, t, u, v) in C4 − Z, with Z = {u = v =
0} ∪ {s = t = 0}, modded out by the identification (s, t, u, v) ' (λ1s, λ1t, λ2u, λ2λ−n1 v),
where (λ1, λ2) ∈ C∗2. (u, v) are projective coordinates of P1f while (s, t) are projective
coordinates of P1b . These coordinates allow the identification of a natural set of curves
(divisors) Cs, Ct, Cu and Cv defined by the vanishing of the corresponding coordinate. In
homology we have Ct ' Cs and Cu ' Cv+nCs and the non-vanishing intersection numbers
between these curves are Cs · Cv = 1 and Cv · Cv = −n. Cs and Ct can be identified with
the (homologous) copies of the fiber P1f attached at the base points s = 0 and t = 0
respectively. On the other hand, the non-trivial self-intersection of Cv is a manifestation
of the non-triviality of the fibration for n ≥ 1 (while F0 = P1f × P1b).
In order to describe a duality twisted theory on Fn, we have to choose the line bundle
LD. The most general line bundle on Fn can be constructed as the product of line bundles
OFn(Cs) and OFn(Cv), associated with Cs and Cv. Since Cs · Cs = 0, the simplest choice is
LD = OFn(Cs) (5.5)
and then f , g and ∆ are sections of OFn(4Cs), OFn(6Cs) and O(12Cs) respectively. A
section of O(kCs) can be described as a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in (s, t) and
then f , g and ∆ are homogeneous polynomial of degree 4,6 and 12 respectively in P1b .
Introducing the inhomogeneous coordinate z = s/t along the base, we can write
∆ =
12∏
I=1
(z − zI) (5.6)
where zI are the twelve roots of ∆ = 0.
11See for instance [45] for a short account on Hirzebruch surfaces.
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Hence C as defined in (5.3) can be identified with 12 copies of P1f sitting at different
points zI of the base. More formally, C =
∑
I CI , with CI ≡ pi∗(zI), where pi : Fn → P1b
is the projection map of the fibration. Generically f and g are non-vanishing at the zI ’s
and then, from table 1, there are twelve I1 chiral defects which wrap the fiber P1f and
stay at the points zI in the base. These points can be connected by lines along the base,
which meet at certain points, forming a network. By attaching the fiber P1f along each
line, this network uplifts to a network of duality walls in Fn.
In order to understand the structure of the duality walls, one needs to understand
more precisely the monodromies around each zI . This problem simplifies considerably if
one considers the Sen’s limit of the theory [43,44]. This is achieved by tuning the profile
of τ so that f and g get the form
f = −3h2 + εη g = −2h3 + εhη − ε2χ (5.7)
where ε is a constant and h, η and χ are sections of L2D, L
4
D and L
6
D that is, they are
polynomial in z of degree 2, 4 and 6 respectively. Then
∆ = ε2(−9η2h2 − 108h3χ+ 4εη3 + 54εhηχ+ 27ε2χ2) (5.8)
If one takes ε  1 and we are away from the h = 0 locus, then ∆ ' ε2 and then
j ∼ ε−2  1. Hence, in this region we can approximate τ ' − 1
2pii
log ε2, so that Imτ  1
and the theory is almost everywhere weakly coupled. In the ε 1 limit, the twelve roots
zI appearing in (5.6) split in two groups.
The first group is obtained by assuming finite η, h, χ. Hence one can identify eight
approximate roots zA,i, i = 1, . . . , 8, as the solutions of η
2 + 12hχ = 0, which is an
equation of degree eight in z. Correspondingly, there are eight curves CA,i, obtained by
attaching the fiber P1f at the points zA,i in the base. In an appropriate duality frame,
each of these curves supports a [1, 0] chiral defect.
The second group is obtained by considering h very small too (of order
√
ε), while
keeping η and χ finite. Hence, one can find four approximate roots by solving the degree
four equation 9h2 − 4εη = 0. Since we are assuming that ε  1, these four roots are
approximately identified as follows. First denote by e1, e2 the two roots of h = 0, so
that h = (z − e1)(z − e2). Hence, the four roots of 9h2 − 4εη = 0 split in two pairs
(zB,a, zC,a), a = 1, 2, localized at a ‘distance’ of order
√
ε from ea. Notice that this
distance if exponentially suppressed if expressed terms of the bulk YM coupling constant
Imτ  1. Following [44], one can argue that, in the frame in which CA,i support [1, 0]
chiral defects, the pair of monodromies with common base point around the points zB,a
and zC,a have the following general form:
γB = T
k−1S−1T−k−1 , γC = T k+1S−1T−k−3 (5.9)
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where k is an arbitrary integer, so that γBγC = −T−4. Different choices of k are related
by a conjugation with an appropriate power of T which, on the other hand, does not
modify the T -monodromy around the [1, 0] defects CA,i.
Figure 6: Example of network of duality walls and chiral defects on Fn corresponding to the
choice LD = OFn(Ds) at weak coupling. Only the two-dimensional projection to the P1b base is
shown (by using the inhomogeneous coordinate z = s/t) and the actual defects and walls are
obtained by attaching the P1f fiber at each point. The (anticlockwise) monodromy around each
defects can be recovered by compensating the duality jumps generated by the walls: γA = T ,
γB = T
−2S−1 and γC = S−1T−2.
The actual value of k is related to the choice of duality walls, which is not unique.
For instance, we can take
h = z2 − 1 η = z4 + 8 (5.10)
and χ a moderately small constant. Then, the location of the chiral defects with mon-
odromies γB and γC corresponding to k = −1 as well as an explicit choice of duality
walls, is schematically represented in figure 6. With this choice a B defect corresponds
to a [−1, 1]-defect, while a C defect corresponds to a [1, 1]-defect. As described in more
generality in section 4.3, see figure 5, the ST 2 and T 2S walls which terminate on B and
C defects can be further resolved into T−1 walls surrounded by an MB and MC walls,
with
MB =
(
1 1
−1 0
)
MC =
(
1 −1
1 0
)
(5.11)
We can also explicitly see what happens in the strict weak coupling limit, in which
ε → 0.12 The pairs of chiral defects of type B and C collapse into a pair of degenerate
12A refined description of this limit has been recently proposed in [42].
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singular loci, located at the two roots of e1 and e2, which we call O-defects, around which
the total monodromy is γO = −T−4. Notice that this monodromy requires that A→ −A
as one encircles CO, which means the field strength must satisfy the condition F |CO = 0.
The O-defects are connected by a −1 wall and each of them acts as a sink for four T -walls
which departure from [1, 0]-chiral defects located at the points zA,i, see figure 7.
Finally, one can also go to a double cover description, which is analogous to the type
IIB double cover orientifold description. This can be done by adding one coordinate ξ
which transforms as a section of LD and define the double cover S˜ by the equation
ξ2 − h(z) = 0 (5.12)
Hence, in this case S˜ can be regarded as a P1f fibration over a one-dimensional base
which is the double cover of the base P1b of S, with the two O-defects as branch points
and the −1 wall as branch cut. Every point z with h(z) 6= 0 in the base P1b of S uplifts
to two points (z, ξ±), with ξ± = ±
√
h(z) in the base of S˜. Hence in S˜ there are sixteen
A-defects which are symmetric with respect to the orientifold involution ξ → −ξ, whose
fixed points correspond to the two O-defects.
Figure 7: Strict weak coupling limit of the system depicted in figure 6. Each pair of B and C
defects has collapsed to an O-defect and the two S-walls have been merged in a single −1 wall,
so that each of the two O-defects acts as a sink for the T -walls sourced by four A-defects.
The choice LD = OFn(Cs) discussed so far is particularly simple, in particular because
the corresponding chiral defects do not intersect. Of course, one could analyse more
general choices for LD, with systems of intersecting chiral defects and more intricate
networks of duality walls, but we are not going to address such issues in this paper.
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6 Embedding in F-theory
So far we have discussed the topological duality twist of the U(1) N = 4 SYM without
referring too much to our original motivation for discussing such a system, namely the
study of supersymmetric Euclidean D3-branes (E3-branes, for short) instantons in F-
theory compactifications to four-dimensions, see [36,37] for reviews.
Such brane instantons are often studied by using the dual M-theory viewpoint, in
which they correspond to Euclidean M5-branes [10]. The M-theory viewpoint is par-
ticularly useful for addressing global topological issues. On the other hand, the com-
plete supersymmetric M5-brane effective action is purely understood, in particular in
presence of non-trivial supergravity backgrounds. In such case the only available can-
didate is the action in [46], which does not however appear particularly manageable.
In this respect, using directly the E3-brane in IIB is a valuable alternative, see for in-
stance [11, 13, 15, 18, 19, 22, 25, 47] for previous works emphasising the relevance of the
IIB viewpoint. Furthermore, in this way one can have a more direct link to the results
obtained in weakly coupled regime, see [48–50] for reviews.
A short summary of the structure of F-theory compactifications from the IIB per-
spective, in the notation used in the present paper, can be found in sections 2 and 3
of [22].13 In such backgrounds, the type IIB space-time has the form R4×X, where X is
a six-dimensional Ka¨hler space. The four-dimensional space S represents a Ka¨hler sub-
manifold of X, the four-dimensional Ka¨hler j is given by the pull-back of the bulk Ka¨hler
form J and the SYM point-dependent coupling τ just corresponds to the restriction of
the bulk axio-dilaton τ ≡ C0 + ie−φ to S. Furthermore, the line bundle LD is the restric-
tion to S of a bulk line bundle, which we denote in the same way. Bulk supersymmetry
then imposes that such line bundle is isomorphic to the anticanonical bundle K−1X of X.
Hence, on the E3-brane, LD ' K−1X |S ' K−1S ⊗NS/X .
The four-dimensional fermionic spectrum has been derived in detail in [18,22] starting
from the Green-Schwarz formulation of the fermionic D3-brane effective action [51–53]
and matches the twisted fermions introduced in section 3. This confirms that the ar-
guments of [23] extend to the F-theory case by using the TDT. On the other hand the
bosons ϕαβ˙ describe the fluctuations of the E3-brane along the external R4, while σ and σ˜
describe the fluctuations in X. More precisely, σ = 1
2
e−
φ
2 (ιvΩ)ϕ
v and σ˜ = 1
2
e−
φ
2 (ιv¯Ω¯)ϕ
v¯,
where e−
φ
2 Ω is the globally defined holomorphic (3, 0) form (which is a section of KX⊗LD)
and ϕv and ϕv¯ are sections of the holomorphic normal bundle NS/X and its complex
conjugated N¯S/X . Furthermore, the chiral defects correspond to the intersections be-
13To completely match the conventions of [22] one has to make the sign flip B2 → −B2 . Furthermore,
the symbols LD, qD and A (and relatives) used in the present paper correspond to LQ, qQ and Q
in [19,22].
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tween the E3-brane and the bulk 7-branes characterizing these backgrounds and the
two-dimensional chiral theories living thereon can be locally described in terms of open
strings connecting the E3-brane to the bulk 7-branes.
The papers [18, 22] focused on the four-dimensional fermionic sector, without ex-
plicitly considering the bosonic sector, the chiral two-dimensional sector as well as the
supersymmetric structure of the complete effective theory. These additional ingredients
are described by our duality twisted action under certain simplifying assumptions. In
particular, it does not take into account bulk ingredients like axionic moduli, fluxes and
warping.
In this section we are going to discuss how to incorporate the dependence on bulk
axionic moduli. However notice that, even if we ‘turn off’ all such bulk effects, the action
(3.11) would not still completely capture the physics of E3-branes for the following reason.
In general, the vacuum expectation value of the world-volume field-strength F can be
non-vanishing. More precisely, it preserves supersymmetry if and only if F 0,2 = F 2,0 = 0
and jmnFmn = 0 or, equivalently,
F = ∗F (6.1)
This condition can be derived from the twisted supersymmetry transformations (3.12)
or, more generically, from a standard supersymmetry analysis for a probe E3-brane. The
key point is that the action (3.11) corresponds to the expansion of the standard Dirac-
Born-Infeld (DBI) effective action up to quadratic order in the field-strength F around
a vacuum configuration in which F is vanishing. In fact, when the background F is
non-vanishing, the action (3.11) is not the whole story and in particular it misses some
terms induced by the background F which originate from the non-trivial DBI structure.
Such terms can have important consequences. For example, they can induce a lifting of
zero-modes [19,22,54].
However, in the present paper we ignore these important effects and proceed by
incorporating the non-trivial bulk ingredients in (3.11), obtaining a ‘simplified’ E3-brane
effective action and postponing the discussion of the complete E3-brane effective action
to the future. From the M-theory viewpoint on F-theory compactification, this means
that we are going to restrict to the standard (2,0) six-dimensional theory of the dual M5-
brane instanton, neglecting additional terms which would be induced by the complete
Born-Infeld-like Lagrangian, as for instance the one proposed in [46].
6.1 Adding axionic moduli
Let us discuss the coupling to the various kinds of bulk potentials. Type IIB supergravity
contains the NS-NS B2 , and the R-R C2 and C4 . The pair (C2 , B2 ) transforms as a
doublet under the SL(2,Z) duality group. By using this property, one can construct the
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SL(2,Z) invariant four-form C˜4 ≡ C4 − 12B2 ∧C2 . In this paper we restrict to the fluxless
case. Hence the corresponding field-strengths must be vanishing.
In addition, there are gauge fields supported on the 7-branes characterizing the F-
theory background. Suppose that there are just single, possibly intersecting, [p, q] 7-
branes. For each of them one can then go to a local frame in which it corresponds to a
D7-brane. It then supports a world-volume gauge field Aˆ. The associated field-strength
Fˆ naturally combines with B2 into Fˆ = 12pi Fˆ − B2 |D7. The gauge field Aˆ transforms in
such a way that Fˆ is gauge invariant under the gauge transformations of B2 . In fact Fˆ
is a gauge-invariant source for the other bulk fluxes and then we set it to zero: Fˆ = 0.
The E3-brane couples directly to C˜4 and to the bulk Ka¨hler moduli by the topological
term
Itop = −pi
∫
S
j ∧ j − 2pii
∫
S
C˜4 (6.2)
whose real part is proportional to the volume of S.14 On the other hand, the two-form
potentials naturally mix with the world-volume field-strength. In particular, B2 combines
with the world-volume gauge field in the field-strength F = 1
2pi
F −B2 |S, which is gauge
invariant under the B2 gauge transformations. The YM action IYM in (3.11) must then
be generalized to
IE3YM =−
i
4pi
∫
S
τF ∧ F − 2pi
∫
S
ImτF− ∧ F−
− i
∫
S
(C2 − τB2 ) ∧ F + pii
∫
S
(B2 ∧ C2 − τB2 ∧B2 )
(6.3)
where F± = 12(1± ∗)F . IE3YM indeed reduces to IYM in (3.11) by setting B2 = C2 = 0.15
On the other hand, IB and IF in (3.11) are not modified by the presence of the gauge
potentials. It is important to stress that
√
Imτ F± transform with U(1)D charges qD = ±1
under SL(2,Z) duality transformations, generalizing (3.8).
The three-dimensional contributions supported on the duality walls are still given by
the CS-like terms described in section 4.1. In particular, for the generating T and S
dualities they are given by (4.2) and (4.3) respectively.
The two-dimensional theories supported on the chiral defects, that is, at the intersec-
tion of the E3-brane and the bulk 7-branes, naturally couple to the seven-brane gauge
potentials. By adopting the local description in terms of [1, 0] chiral defects, they sit
on the holomorphic two-cycle C given by the intersection of the E3-brane and a bulk
D7-brane. It is well-known that the chiral theory is given by a chiral fermion/boson with
charges (1,−1) under U(1)E3 × U(1)D7, which means that we must substitute A with the
combination A − Aˆ in the chiral theory. Furthermore, as it will be presently clear, one
14In other conventions ∗j = −j and then vol4 = − 12j ∧ j.
15Notice that, as τ , the fields B2 and C2 are not globally defined but can jump at the duality walls.
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must also add the term − i
4pi
∫
C A ∧ Aˆ. Hence bosonic chiral theory described by (4.13)
must be generalized to
IE32d =
1
8pi
∫
C
∗(dβ − A+ Aˆ) ∧ (dβ − A+ Aˆ) + i
4pi
∫
C
β(F − Fˆ )− i
4pi
∫
C
A ∧ Aˆ (6.4)
One can easily check that, under a gauge transformation A→ A + dλ, IE32d produces an
anomalous contribution ∆IE32d,B =
i
4pi
∫
C λF which is perfectly cancelled by the variation
of the T−1 wall contribution (4.12).
In summary, the four-dimensional action (3.11) must be generalized to
IE34d = Itop + I
E3
YM + IB + IF (6.5)
and must be supplemented by (4.6) and (6.4) (in presence of just [1, 0]-chiral defects)
into the complete effective action
IE3 = I
E3
4d + I3d + I
E3
2d (6.6)
6.2 Supersymmetry
Let us now check that (6.6) is invariant under the following natural modification of the
duality twisted supersymmetries (3.12):
Q˜α˙A1,0 = 1√
Imτ
ψ˜α˙ Q˜α˙A0,1 = 0
Q˜α˙ σ = 0 Q˜α˙ σ˜ = ρ˜α˙
Q˜α˙ ϕβγ˙ = δγ˙α˙λβ Q˜α˙ λ˜β˙ = −
1
2
pi
√
Imτ δβ˙α˙ j
mnFmn
Q˜α˙ λβ = 0 Q˜α˙ ψ˜β˙ = i
2
δβ˙α˙∂
†
Aσ
Q˜α˙ ψβ = − i
2
∂¯ϕβα˙ Q˜α˙ ρ˜β˙ = −2pii
√
Imτ δβ˙α˙ F0,2
Q˜α˙ ρβ = 0 Q˜α˙ β = 0
(6.7)
In passing, notice that a bosonic configuration with non-trivial F is supersymmetric only
if F0,2 = F2,0 = 0 and jmnFmn = 0, i.e. if F is self-dual
∗ F = F (6.8)
which indeed reproduces the supersymmetry condition obtained from standard κ-symmetry
arguments for a probe E3-brane, see e.g. [18,22].
One can straightforwardly check that δIE34d , with δ = ζα˙Q˜α˙, vanishes up to boundary
terms. Hence, we have to re-examine the contributions of duality walls and chiral defects.
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We first consider the neighbourhood of the intersection of the E3-brane and a D7-brane,
which has the structure given in figure 4. In order to proceed, we have first to comment on
a small subtlety. In absence of D7-branes, one can associate with C2 the field-strength
G˜3 ≡ d(C2 − C0B2 ). Notice that it is closed but not gauge invariant under gauge
transformations of B2 , the gauge invariant field-strength being given by G3 = G˜3 +B2 ∧
F1 . On the other hand, in presence of a non-trivial world-volume field Fˆ on the D7-
brane, G˜3 is not everywhere closed anymore, rather it should satisfy the Bianchi identity
dG˜3 = − 12pi Fˆ ∧ δ2 (D7). One can then locally write d[G˜3 + 12pi Aˆ∧ δ2 (D7)] = 0 and locally
define C2 through d(C2 − C0B2 ) = G˜3 + 12pi Aˆ ∧ δ2 (D7). Hence, for vanishing gauge
invariant flux G3 = 0 we see that
16
d(C2 − τB2 ) = −dτ ∧B2 + 1
2pi
Aˆ ∧ δ2X(D7) (6.9)
Now, by using (6.9) one obtains that the variation of IE34d under δ ≡ ζα˙Q˜α˙ gives 17
δIE34d = −
1
2pii
∫
B
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ F − 1
2pii
∫
C
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ Aˆ (6.10)
On the other hand, the variation of three-dimensional term (4.11) produces
δI3d =
1
2pii
∫
B
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ F + 1
4pii
∫
C
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ A (6.11)
while the variation of the two-dimensional action (6.4) is
δIE32d =
1
4pii
∫
C
1√
Imτ
ζα˙ψ˜
α˙ ∧ (2Aˆ− A) (6.12)
We see that δIE3 = δI
E3
4d +δI3d+δI
E3
2d = 0 and then the complete action is locally invariant
by a delicate interplay between the four- three- and two-dimensional contributions.
This discussion applies locally around the intersections of the E3-brane with any
(isolated) 7-brane, by properly adjusting the duality wall network as in figure 5. Hence,
it remains to check that more general duality walls are not dangerous for supersymmetry.
This can be done as in section 4.4, taking into account that the combination 1√
Im τ
(C2 −
τB2 ) transforms as a two-form taking values in L
−1
D under SL(2,Z).
16Notice that C2 − C0B2 is invariant under a T transformation. Hence, its does not ‘jump’ when
one crosses a T wall and its exterior derivative does not contain any contribution localized on the wall.
Hence, in the following formulas we write dτ = G1 + ide
−φ, without any delta-like contribution on the
T wall.
17In our conventions, the complex coordinates on X can be written as zi = yi + iy3+i, i = 1, 2, 3,
in terms of an oriented set of real coordinates y1, . . . , y6. This implies that if D1 and D2 are two
holomorphic four-dimensional submanifolds of X and C = D1 ∩D2, then δ2X(D1) ∧ δ2X(D2) = −δ4X(C).
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6.3 Bulk gauge transformations
One can also check the invariance of the above E3-brane effective action under gauge
transformations of the bulk potentials. We just briefly discuss the case of a U(1)-gauge
transformation Aˆ → Aˆ + dλˆ of the D7-brane world-volume. Taking into account that
β → β − λˆ|C, the variation of the two-dimensional action (6.4) produces the anomalous
contribution
i
4pi
∫
C
λˆ(Fˆ − 2F ) (6.13)
This is cancelled by an inflow mechanism from the four-dimensional action, by taking
into account that C2 and C˜4 transform as follows: C2 → C2 + 12pi λˆδ2X(D7) and C˜4 →
C˜4 − 14pi λˆFˆ ∧ δ2X(D7). The first can be easily obtained from (6.9). The second can be
analogously derived by solving the Bianchi identity which defines C˜4 in presence of a D7-
brane.18 This cancellation is indeed a particular manifestation of the inflow mechanism
discussed in [55–57].
7 An application
The partition function of our duality twisted theory, with appropriate insertions of op-
erators dictated by the presence of zero-modes, should provide information about the
F-terms in the effective four-dimensional theory of the corresponding F-theory compact-
ifications [10, 58–62]. In particular, a superpotential is produced if there are no other
fermionic zero modes in addition to the two universal ones, that are the goldstinos asso-
ciated with the breaking by the brane instanton of two of the four bulk supersymmetries.
From the fermionic action IF in (3.11) it is easy to identify the explicit structure of the
fermionic zero-modes, see [18,22] for a detailed discussion. The fermionic zero modes can
be identified with the cohomology classes in H i(S,OS) and H i(S, L−1D ), with i = 0, 1, 2.
In particular the two universal zero modes θα correspond to H0(S,OS) (they are given
by constant λα) and then all other cohomology groups must vanish in order for the
superpotential not to be identically vanishing.
The corresponding contribution to the effective action is just provided by the partition
function of the E3-brane effective theory∫
d4xd2θWnp =
∫
DX e−IE3 (7.1)
18In presence of a D7-brane, the (non gauge-invariant) closed five-form field-strength G˜5 satisfies the
Bianchi identity dG˜5 =
1
8pi2 Fˆ ∧ Fˆ ∧ δ2X(D7). Away from the D7-branes, it is locally related to C4
by G˜5 = d(C4 − B2 ∧ C2 + 12C0B2 ∧ B2 ). Hence, if Fˆ 6= 0, this relation must be generalized to
G˜5 − 18pi2 Aˆ ∧ Fˆ ∧ δ2X(D7) = d(C4 −B2 ∧ C2 + 12C0B2 ∧B2 ) = d(C˜4 − 12B2 ∧ C2 + 12C0B2 ∧B2 ). By
using C2 → C2 + 12pi λˆδ2X(D7), this implies that C˜4 → C˜4 − 14pi λˆFˆ ∧ δ2X(D7).
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where DX denotes the collective path-integral integration measure. On the l.h.s. of (7.1)
we see the appearance of the universal fermionic and bosonic zero-modes θα and xµ, the
latter corresponding to constant ϕαβ˙ ∼ ϕµ, which are singled out from DX. In this
paper we are not going to discuss the important issues related to the explicit evaluation
of the superpotential and other F-therms, postponing them to future work together with
a more careful treatment of anomalies and other quantum aspects. Nevertheless, one can
still try to run various formal arguments used in more standard topological theories, see
e.g. [9, 32, 63]. Here we are just going to give a simple example.
By holomorphy arguments [10] based on the low-energy effective theory of the F-
theory compactification, it is expected that the superpotential (7.1) depends on the
background Ka¨hler form J just through the topological Itop contribution (6.2) to IE3.
This statement has never been explicitly derived at some direct microscopic level. We
are now going to use our duality twisted theory to provide such a derivation.
Let us split the E3-brane action (6.6) as
IE3 = Itop + I (7.2)
Itop clearly depends on J through its pull-back j. Such a dependence is cohomological
in nature and indeed the factor e−Itop in (7.1) gives a well defined dependence of the
four-dimensional effective superpotential on the Ka¨hler moduli. The statement we want
to prove is that the dependence on the Ka¨hler moduli of Wnp is exhausted by this e
−Itop
factor. Namely, we are going to show (at a formal level) that the partition function
Z =
∫
DX ′ e−I (7.3)
is independent on the background Ka¨hler form J . In the measure DX ′ we have omitted
the universal zero-mode factor d4xd2θ.
Consider a general deformation δJ of the background Ka¨hler form. δJ is given by
a general (small) closed (1, 1) form. This induces a deformation δj of the world-volume
Ka¨hler form. We then need to prove that Z is invariant under such deformation. The
strategy is quite standard in the context of topological theories. Namely, the key step is
to prove that the variation of the action under δj can be written as a Q˜α˙-exact term:
δI =
∫
S
{Q˜α˙, δV α˙} (7.4)
where δV α˙ is a globally defined fermionic operator. We have used operatorial notation
in which the variation of any operator O under Q˜α˙ is denoted by {Q˜α˙,O}.
In order to prove (7.4), it is convenient to go to an equivalent formulation with
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auxiliary fields19, which is obtained by substituting IB in (3.11) with
I ′B = −
i
4pi
∫
S
j ∧ ∂ϕαβ˙ ∧ ∂¯ϕαβ˙ −
i
2pi
∫
S
j ∧ h ∧ h˜+ 1
2pi
∫
S
(
h ∧ ∂Aσ˜ + h˜ ∧ ∂¯Aσ
)
(7.5)
This action contains two new auxiliary fields h and h˜, taking values in Λ1,0 ⊗ LD and
Λ0,1 ⊗ L−1D respectively. One can readly verify that by integrating out h and h˜ one gets
back IB. The twisted supersymmetry transformations (6.7) must be modified accordingly,
by making the substitution
Q˜α˙ ψ˜β˙ = i
2
δβ˙α˙∂
†
Aσ → Q˜α˙ ψ˜β˙ =
i
2
δβ˙α˙h , Q˜α˙ h = 0 , Q˜α˙ h˜ = −∂¯Aλ˜α˙ (7.6)
The formulation with auxiliary fields h and h˜ is clearly advantageous for the present
problem since it has a simpler dependence on the Ka¨hler form j.
One can now compute the variation of I under δj, the only slightly tricky part being
given by the variation of the
∫
S
ImτF− ∧ F− part in IE3YM. The result is
δI =− pi
∫
S
Imτ (jmnFmn)F ∧ δjP − i
4pi
∫
S
δj ∧ ∂ϕαβ˙ ∧ ∂¯ϕαβ˙ −
i
2pi
∫
S
δj ∧ h ∧ h˜
+
1
pi
∫
S
(
δj ∧ ∂λα ∧ ψα + δj ∧ ψ˜α˙ ∧ ∂¯Aλ˜α˙
) (7.7)
Notice that, in the first term on the right-hand side δj appears only through its primitive
component δjP ≡ δj − 14(jmnδjmn)j. Then, from the supersymmetry transformations
(6.7) with the substitution (7.6), it is possible to rewrite δI as in (7.4) with20
δV α˙ =
√
Imτ λ˜α˙F ∧ δjP − 1
2pi
ψβ ∧ ∂ϕβα˙ ∧ δj − 1
2pi
ψ˜α˙ ∧ h˜ ∧ δj (7.8)
Importantly, only the primitive (1, 1) component of
√
ImτF enters in δV α˙. This trans-
forms as a section of LD under SL(2,Z). All the other fields in δV α˙ transform as specific
powers of LD too and one can easily check that the different terms in δV α˙ are actually
invariant under SL(2,Z). Hence, V α˙ as well as {Q˜α˙,V α˙} are invariant under the SL(2,Z)
duality.
Equation (7.4) is all one needs to run a standard argument. Indeed, we formally get
δZ = −
∫
DX ′ δI e−I = −
∫
DX ′
∫
S
{Q˜α˙,V α˙} e−I = −
∫
S
〈{Q˜α˙,V α˙}〉 (7.9)
19I would like to thank S. Giusto for discussions on this point.
20More precisely, with the choice (7.8), equation (7.4) is valid by neglecting a composite operator
λ˜α˙∂¯Aψ˜α˙ ∧ j in δI. This clearly vanishes at the classical level by the equation of motion ∂¯Aψ˜α˙ ∧ j = 0
and we are implicitly assuming that we are using a regularization scheme in which this statement is
preserved at the quantum level, see for instance [64]. In any case, in presence of insertions, such term
could generate additional contact terms.
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Since for a supersymmetric theory 〈{Q˜α˙,O}〉 = 0 for any operator O, one obtains the
desired result
δZ = 0 (7.10)
The fact that, as stressed above, {Q˜α˙,V α˙} is invariant under the SL(2,Z) duality group
is an important prerequisite for the self-consistency of the argument, since only in this
case it is sensible to integrate {Q˜α˙,V α˙} over S, getting a well defined right-hand side of
(7.9). This provides a non-trivial consistency check of the our approach.
As usual, this argument can be extended to correlation functions of operators that
are invariant under Q˜α˙. Indeed, if O is some bosonic Q˜α˙-invariant operator such that
{Q˜α˙,O} = 0, then21
δ〈O〉 =
∫
DX(δO −O δI) e−I = 〈δO〉 −
∫
S
〈{Q˜α˙,OV α˙}〉 = 〈δO〉 (7.11)
where δO gives the variation of O under the deformation of the Ka¨hler form. In partic-
ular, if O does not explicitly depend on j, then
δ〈O〉 = 0 (7.12)
8 Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced the idea of topological duality twist of N = 4 SYM
theories, which extends the standard topological twist to involve SL(2,Z) duality trans-
formations. We have focused on the case in which the gauge group is just U(1), the space
is Ka¨hler and the coupling τ varies holomorphically on it, which is the relevant one for
studying D3-brane instantons in F-theory compactifications. This paper provides just a
first step in the exploration of such theories and there are still several important open
issues which remain to be addressed.
At a more theoretical level, it is important to go beyond the basically classical ap-
proach used here, investigating quantization, observables and anomalies more in detail.
As we have already checked for some gauge anomalies, since D3-brane instantons pro-
vide a stringy (hence, non-anomalous) realization of the system, we expect anomaly
cancellations mechanisms to be available, as for instance in [65]. This should involve the
inclusion of curvature terms [55–57], a possible refined interpretation of the world-volume
gauge field as in [66] and the identification of the appropriate spin structures associated
with the two-dimensional chiral theories [29]. Furthermore, it would be very interesting
to study the possible realization of the topological duality twist for higher rank gauge
21Here we are assuming that the compact terms discussed footnote 20 are not relevant.
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groups. This extension would be presumably connected with results of [26] and would
enrich significantly the physical content of the theory.
At a more applicative level, we hope that the present work could provide a con-
crete starting point for the development of technical tools in the computation of non-
perturbative corrections to the effective theory of F-theory compactifications. In this
respect, the results of the present work should be combined with those of [19, 22] re-
garding the structure of fermionic zero modes. In particular, one should incorporate the
effect of the massive terms induced by bulk and world-volume fluxes which originates
from the complete Dirac-Born-Infeld D3-brane effective action and are not captured by
the duality twist of the N = 4 SYM theory.
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